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Summary of contributions from SAB and Key operational players
One Giant Proof of Concept:
Semantic Web is not equal to ‘Nerdy Linked Data’ and Linked Data became ‘mature’
A science question driven, agile approach with a CTO and a TTF (no loose sand)
PPID (multiple identifiers, CW, IMS,IRS) - stroke of brilliance > EOSC
Bridging TWO divides
Engineer/scientist divide (Drive/Build/Manage)
Industry/Academy divide
An exemplar of effective EU projects (for IMI) and inspiration for other projects &
companies
Instrumental for ELIXIR development
FAIR concept inspired by (a.o.) Open PHACTS
Industrial IT departments become increasingly convinced (use of pre-structured external
data)
Dealing professionally with IP and licensing of data
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Hard lessons learned:
Limitations of RDF
Sustainability (not ‘automatic’ that companies step in)
How many of the > 50 associated partner contribute?
The Toddler bike in the Formula 1 race syndrome
Inability to keep excellent people involved in the project and its follow up.

OXS long term sustainability: minimally four synergistic pillars of income
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Mike Barnes: (coming in today:) on community building and leadership

Open PHACTS didn't have the most auspicious start, and some
would argue it was an arranged marriage, but the project has gone
from strength to strength, in a way that has truly built a far reaching
community and some damn useful tools and infrastructure! The
success of the Foundation is also a testament to this, at the end of
most research collaborations, the partners usually can't wait to get
on with the "conscious uncoupling" but these guys are practically
renewing their vows!
This is all a credit to the leadership of Open PHACTS for making
this a friendly and enthusiastic team for all involved.
Long may it continue……

IN CONTEXT

Paul Groth:
I think the biggest impact of Open PHACTS is in its methodologies for getting work done. I've seen over
and over again the way of working that was fostered in Open PHACTS is spreading. Whether it's the
adoption of *athons, focus on iteration, thinking about sustainability from day 1, iteration, the adoption
of APIs, focus on delivery. Also, the embrace of community. Things like the dataset descriptions,
provenance, linkset publication, target ontologies, are all a result of Open PHACTS embracing what's
already out that. I see numerous projects that point to Open PHACTS as an inspiration.

I've also heard time and again that Open PHACTS has showed that IMI projects can deliver.

Lastly, from the semantic technology point of view. Open PHACTS showed that semantic technologies
can be applied in complex settings to deliver robust infrastructure.

Lee Harland:
For me it has been to catalyse and collaborate with other efforts to increase the better availability of
public data. Key points:
Before Open PHACTS there were very few pharma-relevant RDF datasets
Much better capturing of provenance and how prov standards should be used
Mappings between databases and infrastructure for this
How various chemistry databases can be better connected
Disgenet , the gene-disease axis
Surechembl
In summary - each of these is not down to Open PHACTS alone, but Open PHACTS has had a major
contribution in many areas, so the big impact is that there are more data sets available for drug
discovery and these are now much better represented and integratable.

David Searls:
Quite aside from the functionality of the resulting framework as a data integration platform, the Open
PHACTS project has set an impressive example of an enterprise that demonstrated successful integration in
a number of other ways. It was a transnational project in the true spirit of the European Union, with as little
apparent friction as any American project of similar scale. It also bridged the academic/commercial divide
deftly, including dealing with complex intellectual property issues very professionally. Finally, it dealt with the
biggest cultural divide of all, that between scientist and engineer, to create a very functional product. Open
PHACTS has truly shown itself to be an integration project par excellence, in the broadest sense, and one of
its biggest impacts may well be as a model for other similar efforts.

Janssen (Herman van Vlijmen):
Proof of concept that semantic data integration is of value to early drug discovery and is as
a technology ready for implementation.
Academic/industry consortia are useful to explore new directions/technologies
Science: making us work on important and hard questions
Innovation: providing large amounts of integrated data and new ways to access the data, to
answer these questions
Collaboration: making company and academic teams work together
Because of the Open PHACTS project we are now convinced that we need to use
interoperable databases to access all public, private, and commercial data that we have.
We are actually doing that together with people in our IT department.
The achievements of Open PHACTS and our activities played a large role in changing the
perspective of our IT people from relational-database-only, to strongly-appreciatingsemantic-databases

Dean Allemang:
The impact I have seen from Open PHACTS ranges from the very basic to the very abstract.
At the basic level, the identity service (which has been incorporated into BridgeDB and thence in to many other
services) has been so successful that is it almost taken for granted. While being taken for granted isn't a good thing in
a relationship, it is the sign of lasting project impact. What would we do without it? My own example was a hackathon I
was in a couple years back. We needed, very quickly (a few hour hackathon), to convert identifiers from one authority in
to another. BridgeDB, and specifically the Open PHACTS parts of it, to the rescue. As a sign of the impact, the team
member who knew of this and was able to make it happen, had no formal relationship to Open PHACTS.
At the other end of the spectrum, Open PHACTS has inspired other projects with a view to what is possible. I routinely
describe Open PHACTS to people who want to share data on an industrial scale, sometimes in closely related areas
(agribusiness), other times in very different areas (finance). They are inspired organizationally by the IMI, that it is
possible to organize multinational companies in to productive pre-competitive research. Then they are inspired by the
technological success of Open PHACTS. Then the discussion moves to "could we do that here?" and "could we take
advanatage of the Open PHACTS infrastructure in our field?" These projects are still ongoing, but the success of Open
PHACTS has provided impetus to convince others that this can be successful.
Another benefit that Open PHACTS could provide beyond its walls is some good, well-tested policies about licensing in
a linked open data context.

